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A heuristic solution algorithm based on the Frankâ€”Wolfe decomposition of the equilibrium assignment
problem is presented. The treat- ment of intrazonal trips, which are very important for emission studies is also
discussed. The solution algorithm is implemented in a trac assignment program for emission studies, referred
to as TAPES. The operating mode mix of VMT in cold transient, hot transient and hot stabilized modes, also
known as the mix of cold-starts, hot-starts and stabilized mode trips, is derived on a link by link basis. The
results are aggregated by facility type and the location of link segments. It is observed that the operating mode
fractions in transient and stabilized modes could vary widely across dierent facility types geographic locations.
The aggregated operating mode fractions derived from the assignment analysis indicates that a lesser
proportion of VMT operates in cold and hot transient modes when compared to the operating mode mix
derived from the Federal Test Procedure FTP. Air quality; Trac assignment; Car travel; Highway 1.
Introduction Recent developments in trac assignment algorithms have enabled the use of this technique to
solving problems other than travel demandmodeling TDM for which it was originally developed. The advent
of new transportation technologies, regulatory policies and innovative trac control measures TCMs presents
the practitioner with various challenges that are unique for each pro- blem. Due to the versatility of trac
assignment technique and its popularity as a long cherished key component of the TDM process, researchers
have always looked at trac assignment as a viable technique for solving many trac and transportation related
problems. As a natural extension to its traditional role as a TDM tool, trac assignment is being used to develop
plans aimed at alleviating congestion for highway reconstruction projects. A classical user equilibrium
assignment model was used for this purpose. The adaptation of assignment technique for this study required
few modifications to the underlying algorithms. The conventional trac assignment algorithms generally
account for a single purpose assign- ment; that is, assignment of total vehicle trips on to network links. Often,
it will be necessary to assign multiple classes of trips to network links, preferably in a simultaneous fashion.
Dafermos, proposed a multiple user class assignment model that is capable of taking into account the diversity
of dierent driver-vehicle combinations that share a transportation net- work. Typical classes in Dafermos
formulation could be trucks, buses, emergency vehicles and passenger cars. The proliferation of high
occupancy vehicle HOV lanes in the s and the s and their coexistence with single occupancy vehicles SOV on
regular network lanes presented new challenges to the multiple user class assignment. The complexities
involved in the simultaneous equilibrium assignment of SOV and HOV vehicles on the network at the same
time are pre- sented by Eash, The issues range from requiring separate trip tables for SOV and HOV trips and
variable travel time functions for each facility types. Recent emphasis on ecient and cost-eective trac
operations through intelligent transpor- tation systems ITS has presented new challenges in trac modeling and
route guidance. The ITS technologies such as the advanced traveler information systems ATIS have resulted
in a paradigm shift from the static trac assignment towards dynamic trac assignment where tem- poral shifts in
demand and network conditions are taken in to account. Dynamic trac assignment for ATIS purposes requires
a multiple user class assignment where the varying degree of informa- tion on route choice available to the
drivers forms the basis for multiple user classes. An evolu- tionary multiple class dynamic trac assignment
technique is discussed in Peeta and Mahamassani, Along with the capability of multiple user class
assignment, this research paper presents, a rolling time horizon approach devised to address real time optimal
route gui- dance for all classes of users. Increased scrutiny of environmental impacts of transportation
improvement projects has emphasized the need for better modeling tools to go hand in hand with operational
evaluation of transportation projects. Emission inventory studies are becoming part and parcel of planning
studies for the highway construction projects as well as for the trac operational improvement projects. One of
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the crucial inputs to these emission inventory studies is the proportions of VMT operating in cold transient,
hot transient and hot stabilized modes, collectively referred to as operating mode mix or operating mode
fractions. The procedure is used to test emissions from new vehicles. Despite admitting to various limitations
of the operating mode mix derived from the FTP drive cycle of early s, practitioners have been employing this
operating mode mix for a vast majority of emission inventory studies in the United States. The operating mode
mix, by definition, is the proportion of vehicles with engines in each of the three modes of operation, namely
cold transient, hot transient and stabilized. The operating modes are explained in detail in later sections of this
paper. Earlier attempts to improve operating mode inputs are discussed in detail by Venigalla, Included
among them are discussions on the potential use of trac assignment technique for deriving operating modes.
The use of trac assignment itself for deriving operating mode fractions may best be characterized as a
technique still in its conceptual stage. In this paper we present a specialized equilibrium assignment algorithm
for tracking vehicle trips in various modes of operation. The problem at hand is to assign total vehicle trips on
to network links while keeping track of trips in various operating modes. Since various modes of operation
modes together are merely a subset of total assigned vehicle trips, which by itself con- trols for the user
equilibrium, the requirement falls short of multiple user class assignment. The complexity of tracing link
specific operating modes arises from the fact that the transient mode trips could transform to stabilized mode
trips before they reach their destination. This phenom- enon is explained in more detail in the following
section. Problem background and definition of terms Historically, EPA has defined a cold start to be any start
that occurs 4 h or later following the end of the preceding trip for non-catalyst equipped vehicles; and 1 h or
later following the end of the preceding trip for catalyst equipped vehicles. Hot starts are those starts that occur
less than 4 h after the end of the preceding trip for non-catalyst vehicles and less than 1 h after the end of
preceding trip for catalyst equipped vehicles EPA, The duration associated with re-start- ing engine after the
end of the preceding trip is called cold-soak or simply soak period. Before attaining a stabilized operating
mode at which the rate of emissions is uniform and significantly lower, the vehicle will be operating either in a
cold transient mode or hot transient mode, depending on the actual starting mode. It should be noted that the
catalytic converters do not operate at intended eciency until they are fully warmed up: Catalyst-equipped
vehicles exhibit cold-start emission performance after a much shorter soak period when compared to
non-catalyst vehicles. Thus, in order to determine the proportion of vehicles operating in dierent modes on a
roadway, it is essential to know the start mode as well as the elapsed time since the start. The time duration
associated with a vehicle turning from transient mode operation to stabilized mode operation is called transient
mode duration. The FTP mode mix indicates that These operating mode fractions are widely being used in
several corridor level and area wide emis- sion studies at dierent levels of precision. Despite the fact that the
use of this mode mix is adequate for compliance purposes, the research community and the practitioners alike
have serious reserva- tions in adopting the FTP operating mode mix for all cases. Ideally, the operating mode
fractions values should be developed for varying situations. For example, these may be stratified by functional
class of highways freeways or expressways, principal arterials, etc. Additionally, the emission rates of CO and
HC estimated by the emission factor models are very sensitive to the variations in the inputs related to
operating mode fractions. Venigalla, established that the FTP mode mix which was derived based on a small
sample of trips several years ago, does not provide a true representation of present day general driving patterns
of the population. The published sources provide very little insight in to the methods that are used to deriving
disaggregate operating mode fractions that are amenable to critics. For these reasons there is a need to improve
estimates of the oper- ating mode mix inputs to the emission factor models. An accurate determination of the
operating mode of a vehicle engine requires measurements of the engine temperature. Such measurements are
dicult to implement on vehicle on roads under normal trac conditions. The indirect approach of estimating the
operating modes utilizes the travel time from a trip origin as a surrogate measure of the engine operating
mode. The travel time from trip origin can be estimated either by interviewing drivers or by modeling. The
inter- view technique is dicult to implement due to the high cost associated with it. Therefore, the modeling
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approach is more feasible. Allen and Davies, and Venigalla, and discussed advantages of trac assignment
techniques over other modeling approaches. Since a typical emission inventory study includes inputs for hot
transient mode of operation also, at least two individual runsâ€”one for cold transient mode fractions and the
other for hot transient and stabilized mode fractionsâ€”are required using MINUTP. The stabilized mode trips
are computed after completing these two assignment runs. Thus, this process requires a number of data
processing steps associated with trac assignment before proceeding with actual emission studies. Also, due to
the commercial nature of this pack- age, the embedded algorithms in the assignment module of MINUTP are
not understood. Other published sources do not oer any material on the multiple class trac assignment
algorithms for tracing various operating mode fractions. The purpose of this research paper is to address the
gaps in multiple user class assignment models for air quality analysis. In the remainder of this paper, the
formulation, solution algo- rithm and application of a multiple user class trac assignment technique adapted
for deriving disaggregate operating mode fractions is discussed. Problem definition and notations The problem
is defined as a variation of the classical user equilibrium trac assignment model. However, same principles can
be applied to other techniques such as iterative assignment also known as the capacity restraint assignment ,
stochastic assignment and incremental assignment. Problem Statement Find the trac volumes in cold transient,
hot transient and stabilized modes of operation on each arc of a directed graph, G N;A , with of N nodes and A
arcs with total number of origin-destination zones Z, along with the total flows in each arc. Before discussing
the for- mulation for this problem, we present the following notations used in the remainder of this paper. U
set of all volume or trip categories which includes total volume or total trips , cold and hot transient trips. A
cold-start or hot start trip will reach the subject link a either as a transient mode trip or as a trip operating in
stabilized mode. If the transient mode duration is realized in the midst of the subject link, only a portion of the
link will be loaded with transient mode trips from i. To account for this mid-link transformation of operating
mode class, it is sucient to prorate the VMT in dierent operating modes using a rational approach. However,
since the length of the link is a constant actual number of trips may also be prorated, rather than the VMT. The
proportion variable, thus, accounts for transient mode trips based on the subject link travel time, transient
mode duration and elapsed time from origin to the subject link and it is computed as follows: Since the
operating mode of a vehicle does not influence the driver route choice, it is appropriate to exclude trips for
various operating mode categories in 34 M. Therefore, for any given link a, the stabilized mode trips are given
by: Substituting these values, the formulation reduces to a classical user equilibrium assignment with no
sub-categories. The above formulation does not aect the strictly convex nature of the objective function, which
is the same as objective function for a simple user equilibrium formulation. Also, the con- straints defined by
Eqs. Hence, this minimization problem has only one solution. The solution algorithm The Frankâ€”Wolfe
decomposition of this optimization problem is presented schematically in Fig. Presented below is the
step-by-step description of this decomposition: Find a feasible solution. Initialize current-solution arrays Vua
and all-or-nothing arrays Wua to zero. Conduct an all-or-nothing AON assignment. Set iteration counter c to
0. Update travel times and reinitialize. Update link travel times, tca as per the link perfor- mance function S
Wa based on total volumes Va in current solution. Initialize all-or-nothing arrays Vua to zero. Increment the
iteration counter c. For all origin zones, iteratively find minimum path trees based on tca.
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